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Where do I come from?
UNAM: National Autonomous University of México.

360,000 enrolled students:

   30.9% in high school

   60.4% undergraduates

     8.7 % graduates.

Largest university in Latin America.

Founded in 1551, re-founded in 1922.



Where do I come from?
Ensenada is a port city in the Pacific ocean, 
100 km south of the border with the U.S.



Where do I come from?



Involvement in teaching and outreach



What exactly I’m supposed to talk about?
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engage scientists and the public in a project that will not 
launch until ~2045 and will not have results until ~2050”.
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What exactly I’m supposed to talk about?
From David:

“One aspect I would be interested in hearing is how to 
engage scientists and the public in a project that will not 
launch until ~2045 and will not have results until ~2050”.

From Anthony:

“One aspect that I think is likely to be important for GaiaNIR is 
how to engage a more global community in the effort.  I think 
the appreciation for Gaia worldwide can be used to achieve 
this.  Your suggestion (‘Engaging minorities with science: A 
Latin American perspective) fits this”.

That is a tall order!



Why to communicate science?



The source of most financial support for science comes 
ultimately from the public, through their taxes and interest. 

An engaged public, supports science.



An example: NASA

NASA Annual budget adjusted for inflation

Source:  https://www.planetary.org/space-policy/nasa-budget

NASA budget split for  2020

But 0.5% of  24.8 Gdls is 124 Mdls.

https://www.planetary.org/space-policy/nasa-budget


An example: NASA

Source: https://www.nasa.gov/sites/



But obviously, we also drive to contribute to 
a science literate society



How to communicate science?



Our relation with the media has not always been optimal
LIGHTS ALL ASKEW IN THE HEAVENS
Special Cable to THE NEW YORK TIMES.
New York Times (1857-1922); Nov 10, 1919; 
ProQuest Historical Newspapers The New York Times (1851 - 2007)
pg. 17





Our relation with the media has not always been optimal

Return of Halley’s comet in 1910

Catastrophes and doom are a favorite topic



Our relation with the media has not always been optimal

The world is going to end!

We will be roasted irredeemably!

Not roasted, turned into ash!

A great astronomer in Europe has predicted, not for 
November, but for next October.

This horrible catastrophe will be announced by a giant 
comet that will appear in those days; this evil star will 
smash against Earth, blasting us to smithereens, …

Catastrophes and doom are a favorite topic



Our relation with the media has not always been optimal

The world is going to end!

We will be roasted irredeemably!

Not roasted, turned into ash!

A great astronomer in Europe has predicted, not for 
November, but for next October.

This horrible catastrophe will be announced by a giant 
comet that will appear in those days; this evil star will 
smash against Earth, blasting us to smithereens, …

Notice the source as a legitimate authority 
and the emphasis in catastrophes.



Our relation with the media has not always been optimal

This continues to 
recent times.

A press photographer takes

a picture of the magnet

core of the world's largest

superconducting solenoid

magnet at the European

Organization for Nuclear

Research's Large Hadron

Collider particle accelerator

in Geneva, Switzerland.
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The Large Hadron Particle

Thursday, Sep. 04, 2008By EBEN HARRELL

SCIENCE

Collider Triggers End-of-World Fears

From the flagellants of the Middle Ages to the doomsayers of Y2K,

humanity has always been prone to good old-fashioned the-end-is-

nigh hysteria. The latest cause for concern: that the earth will be

destroyed and the galaxy gobbled up by an ever-increasing black hole

next week.

On Sept. 10, scientists at the

European Organization for Nuclear

Research (CERN) laboratory in

Geneva, Switzerland, will switch on the Large Hadron

Collider (LHC) — a $6 billion particle accelerator that will

send beams of protons careening around a 17-mile

Yahoo! Buzz



We are partly to blame
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Our relation with the media has not always been optimal

There is an emphasis in 
largest, biggest, newest, 

farthest, etc.

But, for how long can 
we keep pushing this? 

After a while, the public 
won’t believe us, or 
worse, won’t care.



The traditional main channel has been the printed media.



But at present the social media platforms have exploded.
Some of it is good, 
very good!
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But at present the social media platforms have exploded.

Many of the misleading videos use bona fide 
animations and interviews with respected 
scientists, or communicators, but edit the 
content to spin a totally different story.

They repurpose our material.

And have multitude of followers.



How can a science communicator 
distinguish the good from the bad?



Is going to “official” sources good?

NOTE ON THE THERMOKINETICS OF DOLICHODERINE ANTS
By HARlow SHAPLEY

HARVARD COLLEGE OBSERVATORY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Communicated, August 28, 1924

In an earlier communication I reported on the relation of speed to tem-
perature fQr ants of the species Liometopum apiculatum Mayr. The
observations were made on Mount Wilson, California, where this and
closely related species are conspicuous features of the ant fauna.' The
observations showed that meteorological conditions other than tempera-
ture had little effect on the field activities of the Liometopa. But the
change in the speed along the patrolling files with the changing tempera-
ture was very marked. As the temperature increases 300 C, the speed
increases fifteen fold. Observation of the time required to run a distance
of thirty centimeters, taking an average for ten or twenty individuals,
suffices to indicate the air temperature within one degree. IThe optimum
temperature was not reached for this genus, under natural field conditions,
since for temperatures above 38.50 the ants in the colonies under observa-
tion no longer attempted to run the patrols. By analyzing the results it
was found that the values of Qlo decrease from about four to less than two.

Observations of temperature and speed have since been made on L.
occidentale, L. luctuosum (or a similar undescribed species), Dorymyrmex
pyramicus subsp. brunneus, Iridomyrmex analis, I. humilis, and Tapinoma
sessile. All these forms belong to the subfamily Dolichoderine. They
are suitable for the quantitative measurement of speed because they run
day and night and generally have large colonies, and especially because
of their almost universal trail-running habits.
The reactions of all Dolichoderines investigated are qualitatively much

the same as reported previously for L. apiculatum, but only for T. sessile
and the Argentine ant, I. humilis, were the observations sufficiently sys-
tematic to merit numerical presentation. In tables I and II the work
on the two species is given in summarized form. The observations are
recorded in Pacific Standard Time, the temperatures are on the centigrade
scale, the speed is in centimeters a second, and the last column of both
tables shows the number of ants timed for each observation.
The measures were made in the same manner as previously for L. apicu-

latum, except that both Tapinoma and Iridomyrmex are valley ants and the
colonies studied were located in Pasadena, at an altitude of about one
thousand feet. The accuracy of the measures is of the same order as
before. The measures were made in 1920 on August 4, 5, and 6 for Irido-
myrmex and on September 5 and 6 for Tapinoma. The stations for the
former were on cement and humus. The observed colony of Tapinoma,
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The Argentine ants and the Liometopa are of very similar body propor-

tions (length of legs relative to weight of body), and, as a result, the
measures for Iridomyrmex fall closely along the curve already obtained
for the Liometopa on Mount Wilson.

In figure 1, the upper curve shows the observations on Tapinoma,
with temperature in degrees centigrade and speed in centimeters a second
for ordinates and abscissas. Qlo is 2.4 at 250 and 1.7 at 300. The highest
speed is reached at 360.
The lower curve in figure 1 refers to Iridomyrmex ants, which were

systematically timed only throughout a temperature range of nine degrees.
The dotted line through the observations is the empirical curve that repre-
sents the observations on L. apiculatum.
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Speed curves for Tapinoma sessile and -0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Iridomyrmex humilis. FGuRE 2

Speed curves for Liometopum apiculatum.
In figure 2 the mean results for L. apiculatum are plotted with temper-

atures as ordinates. The speeds in centimeters a second are abscissas
for the upper curve and the logarithms of speed are abscissas for the
lower curve. The observations, grouped into means of five, have been
taken from the earlier paper, with the addition of a few unpublished
measures (which have not affected the form of the original observational
curve). The open squares on the upper curve represent the means of the
observations on Iridomyrmex in table II above.

If Q,o is constant throughout any range of temperature, the logarithm
of the speed should increase linearly throughout that interval and the
observations should fall along a straight line. Between temperatures
220 and 350, a value of log Qlo = 0.28 holds within the uncertainty of
the measures, but above and below these limits the deviations are in the
same direction as frequently found for physiological processes-as noted
by Krogh,2 for instance, for the rate of CO2 production and of pupal
development in Tenebrio molitor.
On the other hand, it appears, as shown in the figure, that two straight

lines, corresponding to Qlo = 3.3 for temperatures below 200 and Qlo =
1.9 between 200 and 380, represent fairly well the logarithms of the- speed
of Liometopum. If much weight could be attached to the apparent abrupt
change from one constant Q to another, it would support Putter's3 thesis

iI , J -I I_
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Is going to “official” sources good?

Cause of Cambrian Explosion - Terrestrial or Cosmic?

Edward J. Steele a, j, *, Shirwan Al-Mufti b, Kenneth A. Augustyn c, Rohana Chandrajith d,
John P. Coghlan e, S.G. Coulson b, Sudipto Ghosh f, Mark Gillman g,
Reginald M. Gorczynski h, Brig Klyce b, Godfrey Louis i, Kithsiri Mahanama j,
Keith R. Oliver k, Julio Padron l, Jiangwen Qu m, John A. Schuster n, W.E. Smith o,
Duane P. Snyder b, Julian A. Steele p, Brent J. Stewart a, Robert Temple q, Gensuke Tokoro o,
Christopher A. Tout r, Alexander Unzicker s, Milton Wainwright b, j, Jamie Wallis b,
Daryl H. Wallis b, Max K. Wallis b, John Wetherall t, D.T. Wickramasinghe u,
J.T. Wickramasinghe b, N. Chandra Wickramasinghe b, j, o, Yongsheng Liu v, w

Contents lists available at ScienceDirect

Progress in Biophysics and Molecular Biology

journal homepage: www.elsevier .com/locate/pbiomolbio

Progress in Biophysics and Molecular Biology 136 (2018) 3e23

cryopreserved and matrix protected fertilized Octopus eggs.
Thus the possibility that cryopreserved Squid and/or Octopus

eggs, arrived in icy bolides several hundred million years ago
should not be discounted (below) as that would be a parsimonious
cosmic explanation for the Octopus' sudden emergence on Earth ca.
270 million years ago. Indeed this principle applies to the sudden
appearance in the fossil record of pretty well all major life forms,
covered in the prescient concept of “punctuated equilibrium” by
Eldridge and Gould advanced in the early 1970s (1972, 1977); and
see the conceptual cartoon of Fig. 6. Therefore, similar living fea-
tures like this “as if the genes were derived from some type of pre-
existence" (Hoyle and Wickramasinghe, 1981) apply to many other
biological ensembles when closely examined. One little known yet
cogent example is the response and resistance of the eye structures
of the Drosophila fruit fly to normally lethally damaging UV radia-
tion at 2537 Å, given that this wavelength does not penetrate the
ozone layer and is thus not evident as a Darwinian selective factor

tures of biology that are not optimised to local conditions on the
Earth may be readily understood in this wider perspective.

Given that the complex sets of new genes in the Octopus may
have not come solely from horizontal gene transfers or simple
random mutations of existing genes or by simple duplicative ex-
pansions, it is then logical to surmise, given our current knowledge
of the biology of comets and their debris, the new genes and their
viral drivers most likely came from space. However, it is also clear
that to accept such a proposition also requires that we diminish the
role for highly localised Darwinian evolution on Earth which is
likely to be strongly resisted by traditional biologists. That should
not, of course, be of concern as the focus of our attention, for
general evolutionarymolecular processes, now shifts to the Cosmos
and beyond our immediate solar system. This evidence provides
for, and allows the study of, Cosmic Gene Pools e and these are
capable of driving, and, dare we say, controlling and thus steering
biological evolution here on Earth (via Darwinian and non-

Fig. 5. The evolution from squid to octopus is compatible with a suite of genes inserted by extraterrestrial viruses. An alternative extraterrestrial scenario discuused is that a
population of cryopreserved octopus embryos soft-landed en mass from space 275 million years ago.
Squid image - Grimalditeuthis bonplandi. jpg.From Wikimedia Commons -Author: Jeanne Le Roux & L. Joubin URL (http://www.archive.org/stream/rsultatsdescam17albe#page/
n165/mode/2up)
Octopus Image - File:Octopus at Kelly Tarlton's.jpg From Wikimedia Commons Author: Pseudopanax at English Wikipedia
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/ff/Octopus_at_Kelly_Tarlton%27s.jpg
Virus image from: https://www.dreamstime.com/royalty-free-stock-photo-h1n1-viruses-image11898035.



It is not easy for a non-specialist to distinguish 
the seed from the chaff.

We should all get involved in this struggle.

Outreach is VERY important!



How to reach the general public?



How to reach the general public?

• The first and most important thing, is to start from the mind frame of the 
intended audience.

We can laugh and/or disapprove of the methods used 
by some politicians, but they are quite effective in 
achieving their intended goal.

I don’t mean that we act in inappropriate ways, just 
that we make a link to the public, and from there build 
our intended message.

Source: Periódico Reforma, June 2023.



How to reach the general public?

Example:

  Activity in a volcano.

Source: Periódico Reforma, June 2023.
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• Use analogies that connect something familiar to what you want to 
communicate.

Example: Parallax.
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• Use analogies that connect something familiar to what you want to 
communicate.

Example: Parallax.

2-D 3-D

Why do they look different?
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• If possible, design experiments your public can do by themselves.



How to reach the general public?

• If possible, design experiments your public can do by themselves.

Example:

  All bodies accelerate equally under gravity.



How to reach the general public?

• No matter how obtuse the concept you want to transmite, there’s always a 
way.

• I work in Galactic Dynamics. 

• I use the positions and velocities of stars to trace the 

gravitational forces acting on them. 

• From this, we infer the potential of the Galaxy. 

• And from this, the mass distribution of it.

• What is Galactic dynamics? 

• How can you get the gravitational forces from the positions and motions? 

• What is a potential? 

• How do you go from the potential to the mass distribution?



How to reach the general public?

• No matter how obtuse the concept you want to transmite, there’s always a 
way.

• Concepts of acceleration and mass. 

• Newton’s laws of motion. 

• Universal law of gravitation. 

• Concept of slope: potential →force.

But this is a bit too much to ask …



How to reach the general public?

• No matter how obtuse the concept you want to transmite, there’s always a 
way.

A tree in the wind …



How to reach the general public?

• No matter how obtuse the concept you want to transmite, there’s always a 
way.

Stars moving under gravity …





How to communicate with the public?

• Start from the mind frame of the intended audience.

• Use analogies.

• Design experiments your public can do by themselves.

• There’s always a way.

Although these lessons arose from a particular 
country, they apply in other places.

2nd BATX A

Institut Gallecs

Bringing Gaia data to high-school students

Determination of the dark matter
content in the Galaxy

Author

Francesc Raga

Supervisors

PhD. Teresa Antoja

Manuel Merino

April 20, 2022



Outreach is very important! 
We should get involved, 

but think out of the “ivory tower”.



But with GaiaNIR the task is more difficult

Credit: NASA/ESA

An astrometric mission doesn’t give images, 
just a bunch of numbers.

JWST



But with GaiaNIR the task is more difficult

But we can turn those 
numbers into appealing 

images and sims!



Thanks for the invitation!


